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"At the outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950, the U S Army combat units nearest the scene

were the 4 infantry divisions performing occupation duties in Japan. When the Army of the Republic

of Korea, supported only by U S air & naval forces, was unable to halt the N Korean aggressors,

these divisions, seriously understrength and only partially trained & equipped for fighting, provided

the troops that were committed initially to action in response to the call of the United Nations

Security Council. This narrative portrays vividly the grimness of "limited war" against a fanatical

enemy, and the tragic consequences of unpreparedness. His writing recaptures the dismay that

most Americans experienced in the realization that a small, little-known country could achieve

military success against a coalition that included this, the world's most powerful nation. Here is the

story of how U S combat units, thrown piecemeal into the battle to slow Communist advances fought

a desperate and heroic delaying action, buying time until the United Nations forces could attain the

military strength necessary to take the offensive. When that offensive was launched, it quickly

crushed the N Korean forces, only to be met with the massive intervention of a more formidable

adversary, Communist China. This volume covers U S Army action in Korea from the outbreak of

war to the full-scale intervention of the Chinese Communists. It is the first of 5 volumes now planned

for inclusion in the series. Subsequent volumes will complete the Korean combat narrative as well

as deal with related problems of command, strategy, logistics, handling of prisoners of war, and the

armistice negotiations." From "Forward"
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"At the outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950, the U S Army combat units nearest the scene

were the 4 infantry divisions performing occupation duties in Japan. When the Army of the Republic

of Korea, supported only by U S air & naval forces, was unable to halt the N Korean aggressors,

these divisions, seriously understrength and only partially trained & equipped for fighting, provided

the troops that were committed initially to action in response to the call of the United Nations

Security Council. This narrative portrays vividly the grimness of "limited war" against a fanatical

enemy, and the tragic consequences of unpreparedness. His writing recaptures the dismay that

most Americans experienced in the realization that a small, little-known country could achieve

military success against a coalition that included this, the world's most powerful nation. Here is the

story of how U S combat units, thrown piecemeal into the battle to slow Communist advances fought

a desperate and heroic delaying action, buying time until the United Nations forces could attain the

military strength necessary to take the offensive. When that offensive was launched, it quickly

crushed the N Korean forces, only to be met with the massive intervention of a more formidable

adversary, Communist China. This volume covers U S Army action in Korea from the outbreak of

war to the full-scale intervention of the Chinese Communists. It is the first of 5 volumes now planned

for inclusion in the series. Subsequent volumes will complete the Korean combat narrative as well

as deal with related problems of command, strategy, logistics, handling of prisoners of war, and the

armistice negotiations." From "Forward"

This book was purchased for a Korean War Veteran. He was very pleased with the condition and

THRILLED with the quality of the numerous color maps. Would work with this seller again!

Pages 419 through 488 were not bound within the book, and pages 505 through 510 pages were

inserted in their place; pages 505 and 510 were also bound in the book at their correct place. The

material within the book is excellent; however, the missing pages requires me to read another

source to determine what happened that was missing from the bound copy.

Appleman was a military historian on duty and assigned to Korea. His information includes not only

unit after-action reports but face-to-face conversations with participants from private to general. It

may be this is partly this book is the official history of the Korean War. To the uninitiated it will take a

little time to sort military jargon but the effort is worth it. As a veteran, I enjoyed reading a book for

me. It talks the way the army talks-officially that is. WEB Griffin talks the army barracks talk. No

sensationalism, journalistic fluff or polished public release language. Just the straight skinny.



This is a great book, hard to put down once you start to read it, the maps of battle scenes are

outstanding. As a trustee of the Korean Veterans Nat'l Museum and Library to be built in Tuscola,

Illinois I am sorry to here it is out of print because I know a lot of the books could be sold if available.

Get it at your lirary and read it, you will not be disappointed.

This is a great book, hard to put down once you start to read it, the maps of battle scenes are

outstanding. As a trustee of the Korean Veterans Nat'l Museum and Library to be built in Tuscola,

Illinois I am sorry to here it is out of print because I know a lot of the books could be sold if available.

Get it at your lirary and read it, you will not be disappointed.

I am reading this book and downloading it, on line. Cannot get the maps on line. Would love to own

a hard copy of this book. Anyone who had a relative in the Korean War can follow what their loved

one went through by reading this book.
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